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What Technologies Will Drive Innovation in Healthcare?

Source: HIMSS Media, Technology Innovation in Healthcare Survey

Crafting A Strategy For 
Artificial Intelligence And Machine Learning? 

Source: HIMSS Media, Technology Innovation in Healthcare Survey
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Is this where we’re going? TOPICS

• OVERVIEW OF AI – DEFINITIONS, COMPONENTS

• WHY AI?

• WHAT AI CAN DO FOR PATHOLOGY

• EXAMPLES OF AI USAGE

• AI VENDORS (Very small sample)

• LIS VENDOR PERSPECTIVES

• FUTURE POTENTIALS

WHAT ABOUT ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE?

Is AI Artificial Intelligence better 
than NS Natural Stupidity?

WHO SAYS SO… AND WHY?

10 Examples of Artificial Intelligence You’re Using in Daily Life

Smartphones 
(Google 

Assistant, Alexa, 
Siri, etc.)

Smart Cars and 
Drones

Social Media 
Feeds

Music and 
Media 

Streaming 
Services

Video Games Online Ads 
Network

Navigation and 
Travel

Banking and 
Finance

Smart Home 
Devices

Security and 
Surveillance
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Who’s Leading the Development of AI

• CHINA

• Social Credit System

• Facial Recognition (Can Positively Identify Individual out of 50,000 people in Stadium)

• 170 Million CCTV (500MP)

• Gait Recognition – ID person from 50 meters

• Military, Healthcare, IoT

• Government Sponsored Development

• United States

• Private Industry (Healthcare, Social, Business)

• Govt (Military, Services,…)

• Supporting Hardware Development

AI Terminology

• Artificial intelligence (AI) is the general concept that machines can be “taught” to mimic 
human decision-making and learning behaviors. The term dates back to initial uses in the 
1950s. 

• A neural network is a computing system based on the way neurons in the brain operate. The 
network is trained by being given correct answers, from which it builds its own patterns to 
process raw data

• Machine learning is the application of AI through the creation of neural networks that can 
demonstrate learning behavior by performing tasks that are not explicitly programmed.

• Deep learning is a type of machine learning in which systems can accomplish complex tasks
by using multiple layers of choices based on the output of the previous layer, creating 
increasingly smarter and more abstract conclusions. Deep learning systems can 
prioritize the criteria most important to reaching a decision, and they are designed to 
process massive amounts of data very quickly. In fact, the key to deep learning is large 
amounts of data — the more data a deep learning system is given, the better it performs. 

DEEP 
LEARNING
Learning based on
deep neural network

MACHINE 
LEARNING
Ability to learn without 
being explicitly programmed

ARTIFICIAL
INTELLIGENCE
Engineering of making 
intelligent machines and 
programs

Machine Learning and Deep Learning as Core Technology AI MLDL
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Humans vs. Machines-Who’s Better at What?

Humans excel at: Machines excel at: 

Common Sense Natural Language Processing

Dilemmas Pattern Identification

Morals Searching and Locating Data

Compassion Machine Learning 

Imagination Eliminating Bias

Dreaming Humongous Data Capacity

Abstraction Extreme Patience

Generalization Not Requiring Sleep
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IBM Watson Health

Why AI? Aren’t We Smart Enough?

• 1st conundrum: There is too much information

The 1st conundrum is that there’s too much information in the universe for any 
individual within the universe to process it all. All we have are our 5 senses and 
numerous distractions and various priorities for our intellectual focus. So there’s a lot of 
information out there (outside your house, across the street, on the other side of the 
world, throughout the galaxy, and back in time) that we have missed and will continue 
to miss.

• 2nd conundrum: There is not enough meaning

The 2nd conundrum is that the process of turning raw information into something 
meaningful requires connecting the dots between the limited information that’s 
made it to you and the catalog of mental models, beliefs, symbols, and associations 
that you’ve stored from previous experiences. Connecting dots is an imprecise and 
subjective process, resulting in a story that’s a blend of new and old information. A 
simple example of this is how the first automobile was referred to as a horseless 
carriage, because the closest thing to it had horses attached.

Why AI? Aren’t We Smart Enough? (cont’d)

• 3rd conundrum: There is not enough time & resources
The 3rd conundrum is that there just isn’t enough time in the 
moment/day/lifetime to thoroughly consider and analyze all possibilities to make 
sure we’re making the right decisions and taking the right actions. Even deciding 
what you should have for lunch would take longer than the remaining life of the 
universe if you truly considered all of your options.

• 4th conundrum: There is not enough memory
The 4th conundrum is that there may not be enough space in our brains to 
store all the raw information, all the symbols and stories, and all of the past 
decisions that we’ve made. We have to be strategic about what we choose to 
remember, and what we choose to let slide back out of our minds. We can try to 
generalize, or identify patterns, to save some space, but those create problems 
of their own.

How Does AI Differ From Basic Analytics?

• Analytics are based on pre-defined algorithms 
• Rules are fixed until changed by humans

• Utilize Boolean logic, pattern matching, statistical processes

• AI encompasses ”machine learning”
• Adapts dynamically as more and more data or  images are processed

• Algorithms/Rules change without human intervention
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Rules Compared To AI/Machine Learning

• RULES
• Fixed

• Set by humans

• Usually Boolean logic

• AI
• Dynamic

• Machine Learning – Statistical Inference

• Image/pattern recognition

• Data trends/ anomalies detection in very large data sets

How it works from 100,000 feet

It’s the Math

Source: MathWorks

sSEMI-SUPERVISED

Two Major Applications of AI For Laboratories

• DIGITAL PATHOLOGY- Identifying anomalies in slides with a high 
degree of accuracy.

• PATTERN RECOGNITION – Identifying recurring patterns in large 
quantities of data that humans would have difficulty in discerning 
and, perhaps, predicting changes that might occur, e.g., Revenue 
Cycle Management, Customer Interaction, CRM, ….

What Can AI/Machine Learning Do For You?

• Artificial intelligence and machine learning tools have the potential to analyze large 
datasets and extract meaningful insights to enhance patient outcomes, an ability that is 
proving helpful in pathology.

• Images obtained by MRI machines, CT scanners, and x-rays, as well as digitized tissue 
slides , allow clinicians to see the inner workings of the human body. However, these 
images often contain large amounts of complex data that can be difficult and time 
consuming for human providers to evaluate. 

• AI tools can augment the workflow of pathologists, acting as clinical decision support, 
reducing time to diagnosis and enhancing care delivery.

• AI and machine learning have demonstrated great potential in supplementing and 
verifying the work of pathologists, particularly in the complex field of imaging analytics.

• Pathologists must meticulously evaluate medical images to diagnose patients, sometimes 
examining hundreds of tissue slides for traces of abnormalities.

• Machine learning and deep learning algorithms offer the opportunity to streamline 
pathologists’ decision-making, allowing them to review detailed data with improved 
accuracy and fewer errors.
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What Can AI/Machine Learning Do For You? (Cont’d)

• AI has also shown promise in improving predictive analytics for pathology.

• The technology can help clinicians identify the onset of disease in patients earlier, allowing 
them to plan for long-term care needs.

• Additionally, this information can help providers improve clinical trial enrollment. Machine 
learning has demonstrated its ability to accurately flag patients who are progressing into 
Alzheimer’s disease, for example, allowing researchers to capture individuals who may be 
eligible for trials around drugs that slow neurodegeneration.

• Researchers from the Alzheimer's Disease Neuroimaging Initiative developed an algorithm that 
used advanced imaging analytics to identify individuals on the verge of developing 
dementia with 84 percent accuracy.

What Can AI/Machine Learning Do For You? (Cont’d Again)

• A 2017 study from Case Western Reserve University, researchers found that a deep learning 
network identified the presence of invasive forms of breast cancer in pathology images 
with 100 percent accuracy.

• “If the network can tell which patients have cancer and which do not, this technology can serve 
as triage for the pathologist, freeing their time to concentrate on the cancer patients,” 

• Using AI algorithms to extract meaning from medical images will also allow pathology to make 
significant contributions to precision medicine.

• In 2016, researchers at Stanford University School of Medicine found that a machine learning 
algorithm was able to accurately differentiate between two types of lung cancers.

• Distinguishing between cancer types can be a challenging task for pathologists and can lead 
to wide variations in the identification of the stage and grade of the cancer.

What Can AI/Machine Learning Do For You? (Still More)

• Machine learning has also proven to be adept at predicting how long a kidney will function 
adequately in patients with chronic kidney damage.

• A research team at Boston University used renal biopsies to train deep learning and neural 
networks to predict kidney function. Chronic kidney disease frequently shows few symptoms 
until it is very advanced, creating the need for accurate identification for how the disease is 
progressing.

• Although the trained eyes of expert pathologists are able to gauge the severity of disease and to 
detect nuances of histopathology with remarkable accuracy, such expertise is not available in all 
locations, especially at a global level.”

• AI has the potential to serve as an aid to pathologists tasked with making informed clinical 
decisions and choosing effective treatments.

• With AI and machine learning, the field of imaging analytics can allow clinicians to improve care 
delivery and patient outcomes.

Top 4 Machine Learning Use Cases for Healthcare Providers
• IMAGING ANALYTICS AND PATHOLOGY

• Improving imaging analytics and pathology with machine learning is of particular interest to healthcare organizations, who 
would otherwise be leaving a great deal of big data on the table.

• Machine learning can supplement the skills of human pathologists by identifying subtler changes in slide images 
more quickly, potentially leading to earlier and more accurate diagnoses.

• A number of technology industry stalwarts have already started to invest heavily in imaging analytics and pathology 
projects.

• IBM Watson is rolling out a clinical imaging review service to help identify aortic stenosis, while Microsoft is 
targeting imaging biomarker phenotyping to supplement its cancer research efforts.

• NATURAL LANGUAGE PROCESSING AND FREE-TEXT DATA

• From the EHR to the MRI, unstructured data is everywhere in the healthcare industry – either intentionally or 
otherwise.

• PDF images of faxed lab reports, voice recordings of consumer interactions, and free-text EHR inputs all pose significant 
challenges for traditional analytics tools, but machine learning offers a novel way to extract usable meaning from these 
data sources.

• Using natural language processing (NLP), machine learning algorithms can turn images of text into editable 
documents, extract semantic meaning from those documents, or process search queries written in plain text to 
return accurate results

• NLP can also be put to work on collections of free-text, such as unstructured clinical notes in the EHR, pathology 
report. academic journal articles, patient satisfaction surveys, or other narrative data.
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Top 4 Machine Learning Use Cases for Healthcare Providers(cont’d)

• CLINICAL DECISION SUPPORT AND PREDICTIVE ANALYTICS

• The ability to extract meaning from large volumes of free text is also critical for clinical decision 
support and predictive analytics – another area where machine learning is starting to shine.

• Identifying and addressing risks quickly can significantly improve outcomes for patients with any 
number of serious conditions, both clinical and behavioral.

• On the clinical side, researchers at the Icahn School of Medicine at Mount Sinai are using 
algorithms to distinguish between two heart conditions with very similar presentations.

• Researchers at Weill Cornell Medical School and Carnegie Mellon University are also using machine 
learning to identify variations in spending patterns and create clinical pathways for chronic disease 
management, potentially lowering costs and improving outcomes for patients with longer-term needs.

• CYBERSECURITY AND RANSOMWARE

• Clinical and financial applications are just the beginning for machine learning. Cybersecurity and 
patient privacy are critical concerns for every healthcare provider, and intelligent algorithms may 
be the best way to plug gaps in their defenses.

• Machine learning could help reduce the rising threat of ransomware, being used to “identify patterns 
of normal usage and alert or flag events that are out of the ordinary or calculate a risk score for 
specific events as they happen based on the similarity or not to the normal behavior observed for the 
user performing the specific events,” 

• User and entity behavior analytics could alert organizational authorities to suspect attempts at 
accessing patient data or other protected information and are able to do so much more quickly and 
comprehensively than the typical human.

Google AI’s LYNA Better Than Humans In 
Detecting Advanced Breast Cancer (?)

• Google AI has announced that it has developed an artificial intelligence (AI) tool that can detect advanced 
breast cancer with 99 percent accuracy.

• Google AI’s deep learning program named LYmph Node Assistant (LYNA) examined images of a patient’s cells 
and was trained to recognize characteristics of tumors with the help of pathological slides that were used as 
datasets. 

• LYNA was able to distinguish between slides with or without metastatic cancer 99 percent of the time, and 
locate the suspicious sites, even when looking for extremely small metastases human pathologists might miss.

• Google AI said detecting cancer that has metastasized from the primary site to nearby lymph nodes was a 
difficult and time-intensive task for pathologists. Studies had shown that about a quarter of metastatic lymph 
node staging classifications would be changed on second pathologic review, and detection sensitivity of small 
metastases on individual slides can be as low as 38% when reviewed under time constraints.

• While the new AI is promising and outperformed pathologists, an important caveat is that it could still be a long 
way before it is used in a hospital setting. Google AI conceded that LYNA needed further testing, as the results 
are only from two labs.

• LYNA occasionally misidentified giant cells, germinal cancers, and bone marrow-derived white blood cells known 
as histiocytes 

LYNA IDENTIFICATION EXAMPLE

Left: sample view of a slide containing lymph 
nodes, with multiple artifacts: the dark zone 
on the left is an air bubble, the white streaks 
are cutting artifacts, the red hue across some 
regions are hemorrhagic (containing blood), 
the tissue is necrotic (decaying), and the 
processing quality was poor. 

Right: LYNA identifies the tumor region in the 
center (red), and correctly classifies the 
surrounding artifact-laden regions as non-
tumor (blue). 

AI Better at Diagnosing Skin Cancers than Pathologists?

Dermatologists at  Heidelberg University 
designed an artificial intelligence scan of 
biopsy slides to test for accuracy between 
human pathologists and machine 
learning. “They pitted a deep-learning 
convolutional neural network (CNN) 
against 58 dermatologists from 17 countries 
to determine which was more accurate at 
detecting malignant melanomas—humans or 
AI. A CNN is an artificial network based on 
the biological processes that occur when 
neurons in the brain are connected to each 
other and respond to what the eye sees. The 
CNN won.”

Published February 19, 2019 Malignant melanoma
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Companies Developing AI/Machine Learning for Pathology

• PAIGE    paigeai.com    
• Strategies: Short-term: Deliver a series of AI disease modules that allow pathologists to 

improve the scalability of their work, enabling them to provide better care at lower cost. 

• Medium-Long Term: Develop new treatment paradigms that integrate computational 
pathology with electronic health records, genomic and other clinical data.

• NUCLEAI    nucleai.com 
• Strategies: Short-term: Provide AI tools for slide image anomaly detection and to use 

machine learning, deep learning, and machine vision to make artificial intelligence useful 
in a healthcare setting. 

• Long-term: Improve cancer diagnostics making it more accurate, effective, accessible 
and efficient in order to treat patients better.

• PATHAI  pathai.com  
• PathAI is a leading provider of AI-powered research tools and services for pathology. 

PathAI’s platform promises substantial improvements to the accuracy of diagnosis and 
the efficacy of treatment of diseases like cancer, leveraging modern approaches in 
machine and deep learning. 

• PROSCIA

• Pinnacle Services Corp – Revenue Cycle Management

PAIGEAI Products
• PAIGE Guidance Engine  - Working on general and organ-

specific modules. PAIGE working to fulfill tasks ranging 
from rapid diagnostic stratification to tumor detection, 
segmentation, prediction of treatment response and 
survival.  

• PAIGE View  - Developing tools to facilitate broad adoption. 
For example, Universal Slide viewer is vendor agnostic, 
and device independent. In 2017, PAIGE’s slide viewer 
was rolled out institution wide at Memorial Sloan Kettering 
Cancer Center for pathologists and cancer researchers.

• In 2019 The FDA awarded Paige.AI breakthrough device 
designation for its use of computational pathology to build 
artificial intelligence tools for cancer diagnosis and 
treatment. 

• Paige.AI has received more than 1 million de-identified 
images of digitized slides from Memorial Sloan Kettering 
Cancer Center under a license agreement with that 
institution. The company is funding the digitization of an 
additional 4 million slides from MSK’s archives to develop a 
portfolio of artificial intelligence products across cancer 
subtypes starting with prostate for use by pathologists. 

PAIGE – Recent News Releases
• NEW YORK, July 15, 2019 – Paige, a leader in computational pathology focused on building artificial 

intelligence (AI) to transform the clinical diagnosis and treatment of cancer, today announced an article 
in Nature Medicine describing an AI system for computational pathology that achieves clinical-grade 
accuracy levels. The paper provides evidence that pathologists’ work in diagnosing and treating cancer can be 
complemented and aided through the deployment of computational decision-support systems to improve 
patient care.

• The article describes specially-designed deep learning algorithms to build a system that can detect prostate 
cancer, skin cancer and breast cancer with near-perfect accuracy. These algorithms are based on a vast 
dataset of nearly 45,000 de-identified, digitized slide images from more than 15,000 cancer patients from 44 
countries.

• All data collection, research, and analysis for this research was conducted exclusively at Memorial Sloan 
Kettering Cancer Center (MSK) in New York City, led by Dr. Thomas Fuchs Co-Founder and Chief Scientific 
Officer of Paige. The publication of the study’s findings was the result of collaboration between numerous 
researchers and clinicians, and made possible by Paige’s partnership with MSK 

• The full article, published in Nature Medicine on July 15, 2019 and titled “Clinical-grade Computational 
Pathology using Weakly Supervised Deep Learning on Whole Slide Images,” can be found online at 
https://www.nature.com/articles/s41591-019-0508-1

31

NucleAI:  An Artificial Intelligence healthcare startup in the pathology domain.

Mission:  Improve cancer diagnostics making it more accurate, effective, accessible and             
efficient in order to treat patients better.

Tools:  Machine Learning, Deep Learning, and Machine Vision to make artificial 
intelligence useful in a healthcare setting

AI-Pathology Platform
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PROSTATE – HIGH ZOOM,Courtesy: 
NuclelAI

NucleAI Case List
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Automated Screening Impression created by the AI system.
Results based on Live Use in Several Hospitals

PROSCIA

• Philadelphia (June 19, 2019) – Proscia, a leading provider of digital pathology software, today 
released DermAI™, the first in its series of AI applications that advance the practice of 
pathology. A module on Proscia’s Concentriq™ platform DermAI leverages deep learning to 
pre-screen and classify skin biopsies to help reduce costly errors and improve laboratory 
quality and efficiency as the number of medical professionals entering the field of pathology 
continues to decline.

• Proscia’s DermAI uses deep learning to read and automatically classify hundreds of variants 
of skin diseases into pre-diagnostic categories to improve the confidence, quality, and speed 
of dermatopathology.

• Proscia trialed and tested the DermAI algorithm using patient biopsies from leading academic 
and commercial derm laboratories including Cockerell Dermatopathology, Dermatopathology
Laboratory of Central States, University of Florida, and Thomas Jefferson University Hospital. 
This multi-site study successfully validated the performance of DermAI using over 20,000 
patient biopsy slides. Proscia intends to submit DermAI to the FDA for review to use in 
clinical diagnosis.

39

PROSCIA - DermAI

• Intelligent workload balancing and case prioritization – enables the lab to sort, 
triage, and otherwise prioritize cases. It optimizes how cases are distributed to the 
various dermatopathologists in a lab – by subject matter expertise, by order of 
cases to examine, or even to create continuity so investigators maximize their focus 
on high-impact cases

• Automated QA and 100% AI re-review – analyzes a lab’s entire caseload, 
providing an AI-based interpretation for every case. Running in the 
background before or after pathologist review, DermAI provides an automated 
second layer of quality review across the lab.

• Enhanced technical component reporting – technical component (labwork) and 
professional component (pathologist work) are billable services offered by anatomic 
pathology labs. DermAI allows a dermatopathology lab to provide additional insight 
into the labwork it delivers. This added value may guide when to let the lab handle 
the professional component and when to perform it in-house.

40
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Reimbursement and Revenue Cycle Management

• The following slides show application of AI to 
revenue cycle management (RCM) and 
reimbursement

41

Opportunity FinderOpportunity Finder

Deep Denial Analysis 

CPT Payability Analysis

Denial Rate

Expect Fee

Opportunity Analysis

Drill Down Dimensions 
• CPT Code
• Payer
• Insurance Plan
• Denial Reason
• Dx Code 
• Provider NPI

Fast denial root-cause analysis

Note: This app provides fast 
interactive denial root-cause analysis

AI-Powered Denial Recover 
Worklist
AI-Powered Denial Recover 
Worklist
See recoverable denials and refile claims 
with single click while staying within 
timely filing limits

Smart Work Prioritization

• Timely Filing Limits Analysis
• Estimating Success Rate
• Tracking Expected Claim Value

On demand routing to external 
contracted labor for specific denials

Analysis of prior transaction history

AI-assisted claim fixing and refiling

Built-in Edibility and Claim Status 
analysis API

Note: This app does prioritization of denial 
make denial recover work and makes effort 
efficient

Code AssistCode Assist

Predict Denials before they happen.
Instant Rule Analysis and Denial Prediction

NCCI
•Incompatible Codes
•Maximum Units
•Add-on Rules

LCD, for Any State
•Supported CPT Codes
•Not Supported CPT Codes

Commercial Payers
•Denial Reasons
•Probabilities 
•Learned from prior history
•Considering Payment Plans, CPT Modifiers 
and Dx Codes. 

Note: This app helps predict and avoid 
denials learning adjudication rules and 
checking against formal rules
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AI-powered patient self serviceAI-powered patient self service

Save the phone calls and patient time if 
additional information is needed from patient

Automatically send request for information based on 
denial analysis

Use Mobile Phone or Computer

Real-time online coverage validation

Get current Deductibles, and Out of Pocket Limits

Automatically Refile claim with correct information

Note: This app saves patient 
phone calls via self service

What LIS Vendors Are Saying About AI

• (Orchard): AI is being talked about a lot right now; it has potential. But it’s still far enough off 
that it is not affecting plans today. We believe the first area in which AI will make the 
biggest impact is in augmenting pathologists’ diagnoses.

• (Xifin): Artificial intelligence in the world of pathology, in some respects, has been around 
for a long time. Whole slide imaging and image analysis technologies have been available 
but have seen limited adoption because of inability to gain FDA approval for primary 
diagnosis. The recent progress digital pathology providers have made should change the 
marketplace rapidly. Integrating digital pathology AI into existing workflows should allow 
pathologists to screen out negative cases and focus their time on critical cases.

• (NovoPath): There are many ways in which AI may soon be ready to augment patient 
care. These include scanning the EHR for previously performed test results, analyzing 
genetic data, ordering additional tests, suggesting treatment options, and supporting a 
pathologist’s diagnosis with computational diagnostic information. However, in the core 
anatomic pathology laboratory today, AI is still considered an early-stage technology.

• CAP Today February 2019

What LIS Vendors Are Saying About AI
• (Sunquest): AI could integrate incredibly complex, varied data from numerous sources 

to help pathologists make diagnoses with higher accuracy and confidence, leading to 
more precise, targeted treatment options for patients, all while simultaneously 
reducing human error.

• (Epic): AI is certainly a popular area right now and it is important to differentiate the 
marketing hype from the demonstrated execution. At Epic we have incorporated AI into 
our software development process in two ways. First, we formed a data science team 
of experts in math and statistics who work to understand patterns in data to create 
predictive models that are ultimately embedded into the final software. Second, we 
have a team of software engineers who focus on the technical underpinnings of 
platforms as well as how to visually surface machine learning insights to users. To 
date, we have over 20 machine learning models available, and more than 250 
customers are running at least one model in their production system.

• (Cortex): The industry seems to be in the early days of AI integration as AI capabilities 
are being developed. Many groups are watching carefully and readying themselves for 
adoption as specific AI functions mature. AP-LIS vendors need to be ready to include 
new features as the marketplace recognizes value. Whether this is through in-house 
development or through partnership with AI companies depends on the cost and 
complexity of including AI solutions in the AP-LIS products.

Future Potential (from J Pathol Transl Med. 2019 Jan; 53(1): 1–12.)

• The accuracy of automated morphological analyses has improved due to deep learning technology. The 
pathologic field in AI is expanding to disease severity assessment and prognosis prediction.

• Although most AI research in pathology is still focused on cancer detection and the grading of tumors,
pathological diagnosis is not simply a morphological diagnosis, but is a complex process of evaluation 
and judgment of various types of clinical data that deal with various organs and diseases. 

• A large amount of data, including genetic data, clinical data, and digital images, is needed to develop AI
that covers the range of clinical situations. 

• There are a number of public medical databases and a number of studies have been done based on those 
databases. They provide a good starting point in researching and developing a medical AI, but it requires 
much more high-quality data; e.g., detailed annotations on a large number of pathology images, created and 
validated by several experienced pathologists, are necessary to develop a pathology-image-analyzing AI that is 
comparable to human pathologists.

• There are difficulties in constructing such high-quality data in reality, largely due to 

• Privacy Protection

• Proprietary Techniques

• Lack of funding

• Pathologists to participate
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Future Potential (from J Pathology & Translational Med. 2019 Jan; 53(1): 1–12.)

• The ultimate solution is to construct a large amount of thoroughly labeled and annotated 
medical data, through the cooperation of multiple hospitals and medical laboratories.

• To accelerate the construction of such a dataset, efficient tools for labeling and annotating are 
required, which can be assisted by another type of AI.

• Eventually, there will be a medical AI of the prognostic prediction model, combining 
clinical data, genetic data, and morphology. 

• Also, a new grading system applicable to several tumors can be created by an AI model 
that has learned from the patient’s prognosis combined with a number of variables including 
morphology, treatment modality, and tumor markers, etc. This will also lead to much better clinical 
outcomes for patients.

• J Pathol Transl Med. 2019 Jan; 53(1): 1–12.

• Published online 2018 Dec 28

• PMCID: PMC6344799

• PMID: 30599506

• Artificial Intelligence in Pathology

• Hye Yoon Chang, Chan Kwon Jung,1 Junwoo Isaac Woo, Sanghun Lee, Joonyoung Cho, Sun Woo 
Kim, and Tae-Yeong Kwak
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SUMMARY

• AI and Machine Learning has attracted a lot of attention but is still in 
its infancy.

• AI applications for image detection and recognition are in process

• AI applications for large data set analysis, trend detection and 
prognosis are in process

• Stay tuned… as things are changing fast!

QUESTIONS
• ¿Preguntas?

Вопросы?            问题？

• 質問か。 Ερωτήσεις;

• أسئلة؟لديكهل

• Fragen?                Maswali?
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